
2017-06-26 - ISDA Team - Stand-up Meeting Notes

 Hey all - This is US!

Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang    Done Tickets: BD-1692, BD-1683, BD-1684, BD-1677, POL-193.

Christopher 
Navarro Cover Crop - help with UI mockup as needed, continue 

working to understand DSSAT model inputs to determine 
best way to wrap the model as a datawolf tool
Ergo - work on issues for beta release
IN-Core - work on issues for beta release, start work on file 
storage implementation for v2 data repository

BrownDog
Modified puppet datawolf class based on recent datawolf 
changes. This needs to be deployed to fix several 
datawolf instances that are managed by puppet.

CoverCrop
Reviewed mockup
Deployed DSSAT model on covercrop VM as a workflow 
tool with sample inputs. This required re-compiling the 
DSSAT model for linux
Documented compiling DSSAT model

Ergo/IN-Core
Looked into using remote datasets not managed by 
DataWolf in workflow tools, created a wiki for discussion
Code Review
Fixed incore/ergo bugs and updated PR's based on 
feedback

Craig Willis    

Eugene 
Roeder

   

https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~bing
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~cnavarro
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1.  

1.  

Gregory 
Jansen finish adding a WEBDAV API endpoint to DRAS-TIC (for OS-

level connecting, and other client software)
Meet w/Smithsonian Institution about shared interests, Brown 
Dog, DRAS-TIC.
Get up to speed on BD support plan

Htut Khine 
Htay Win Test run prompt processing system with python3

Fix scp/ssh issues in vmware cluster  
Scp/ssh issue is fixed.
Test running prompt processing system is half way done.

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

   

Inna 
Zharnitsky

   

Jing Ge    

Jong Lee    

Kenton 
McHenry Brown Dog beta release

NIH Data Commons LOI
HR

Brown Dog beta release
NIH Data Commons LOI
NCHC Trip
HR

Luigi Marini    

Marcus 
Slavenas

   

Maxwell 
Burnette work w cyberGIS & SPIN intern to complete first version of 

API for clipping massive geoTIFFs
deploy PSII extractor

 - pull request for bety API under review

PSII extractor completed/tested/deployed
integrate overhauled full field stitching code in rulechecker 
pipeline

Michal 
Ondrejcek MDF - Trello_MDF

bulk diffusion converter
MWRD

continue Garcia storms, build pane
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Sara 
Lambert  NDS

Discuss 

 -   NDS-900 Ability to disable signup? OPEN

Verify 

 -   NDS-821 Fix LMA emptydir problem RESOLVED

Create 

 

 - NDS-355 Unopinionated Ruby Developer 

 Environment RESOLVED

Fix 

 

 -  NDS-892 Ad blocker breaks Workbench UI
RESOLVED

BioCADDIE

 

 -  NDS-915 Kubernetes jobs on real cluster
RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-262 Stress-testing on prototype 

 GlusterFS RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-868 Implement Rocchio ElasticSearch 

 plugin RESOLVED

KnowEnG

  - Jira project doesn't exist NDS-941

or you don't have permission to view it.
 

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-327

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

 BioCADDIE

 

 -  NDS-868 Implement Rocchio ElasticSearch plugin
RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-915 Kubernetes jobs on real cluster
RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-262 Stress-testing on prototype 

 GlusterFS RESOLVED

I still need to gather some more concrete numbers, 
but things seem pretty solid even when they 
shouldn't be

Still in progress

 

 - NDS-355 Unopinionated Ruby Developer 

 Environment RESOLVED

Spent some time on this and installing Ruby during 
docker build was quite annoying.. will revisit next 
week

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-413

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

Michelle 
Pitcel GLM

Complete GEOD-904
Search Page Draw Changes (GEOD-922)
Fix Menu Bar (GEOD-921)

GLTG
Components for GLGVO-322

IMLCZO
Continue moving items for IMLCZO-160
Get necessary info for IMLCZO-124
If time: Start learning about LoggerNet

Geodashboard
GEOD-831 and GEOD-823 are in review

GLM
GEOD-921 is in review
GEOD-922 is in review

GLTG
Worked on GLGVO-322

IMLCZO
Worked on IMLCZO-160
Worked on IMLCZO-124

Omar Elabd
Catchup from last week
Water Network with Dislocation
Update Fragility Mapping and Default Set
Semantic Service

 

Pramod 
Rizal

Off: Mon-Wed 

Knoweng

Galaxy Server CleanUp
CompGen AWS CleanUp

  Knoweng

Galaxy Server CleanUp
CompGen AWS CleanUp

Rob Kooper    

  - Jira project doesn't exist NDS-941

or you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-327

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't KNOW-413

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.
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Sandeep 
Puthanveetil
Satheesan

   

Shannon 
Bradley Audit Meeting Schedules

BD Release
BD SLAs and Landing Page and Blogs and Emails
HR and more HR
Sprint Planning for GLTG, GLM, GEOD, IN-CORE
Editing -

In-Core Report
In-Core Tasks Requirement
Paper/Proposal

 

Yan Zhao  
 BD

submit R package!!!!
work on show error message on datawolf-- not finish

GLM
review code.
work on pyclowder2 test
update my pull request for area

Yong Wook 
Kim  Work on data repository rest service for INCORE v2.

Work on JIRA issues for INCORE v1.
Reviewed

 

 - ERGO-479 Export contents in "Log View" 

 generate empty file RESOLVED

 

 -  ERGO-476 Publish Scenario Causes Exception
RESOLVED

Worked on

 

 - ERGO-415 Raster nodata transparent does not 

 work RESOLVED

  - Jira project doesn't INCORE1-314

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

 

 - ERGO-272 (Geotools-upgrade) Error in Hazus 

 Aggregated Pipeline Damage IN PROGRESS

 

 - ERGO-439 Style editor scroll bars don't scroll 

 correctly REOPENED

Added query option in data repository rest service

 

  - Jira project doesn't INCORE1-314

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.
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